Vowel devoicing and the perception of spoken Japanese words
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Three experiments, in which Japanese listeners detected Japanese words embedded in nonsense sequences, examined the perceptual consequences of vowel devoicing in that language. Since vowelless sequences disrupt speech segmentation [Norris et al. (1997). Cognit. Psychol. 34, 191–243], devoicing is potentially problematic for perception. Words in initial position in nonsense sequences were detected more easily when followed by a sequence containing a vowel than by a vowelless segment (with or without further context), and vowelless segments that were potential devoicing environments were no easier than those not allowing devoicing. Thus asa, “morning,” was easier in asau or asazu than in all of asap, asapdo, asaf, or asafte, despite the fact that the /l/ in the latter two is a possible realization of fu, with devoiced [u]. Japanese listeners thus do not treat devoicing contexts as if they always contain vowels. Words in final position in nonsense sequences, however, produced a different pattern: here, preceding vowelless contexts allowing devoicing impeded word detection less strongly (so, sake was detected less accurately, but not less rapidly, in nyagusake—possibly arising from nyakusake—than in nyagusake). This is consistent with listeners treating consonant sequences as potential realizations of parts of existing lexical candidates wherever possible. © 2009 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3075556]
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I. INTRODUCTION

In spoken Japanese, the high vowels /i/ and /u/ are devoiced when they follow a voiceless consonant and precede either another voiceless consonant or (in the case of fricatives and affricates) a pause, and do not bear accent (Vance, 1987). Thus sashimi “sashimi” (raw fish dish) and sashiki “cutting” begin with the same two-mora sequence; in writing, it is the same in both words. But in sashiki the /l/ of the medial mora, occurring before /k/, is devoiced, even in careful speech. The /l/ in sashimi, occurring before /m/, never devoices. Although devoicing is not obligatory, analyses of the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (Maekawa, 2003) show that it is highly probable (over 98% in some environments; Kondo, 2005; Maekawa and Kikuchi, 2005).

The effect of this devoicing is the creation of sequences of consonants not separated by the periodic articulation normally associated with vowels. Otherwise, though, Japanese phonology drastically restricts the occurrence of consonant sequences. Japanese has no consonant clusters, and allows only a very restricted range of simple syllable codas: nasals (Hondo; Unzen) or geminate consonants (Hokkaido; Sapporo)—these are all place names). Loan-words that contain consonant sequences or un-Japanese codas are adapted by vowel insertion; e.g., glove becomes gurabu and express becomes ekisupuresu. This process of vowel insertion is so fundamental to Japanese phonology that in perceptual tasks Japanese listeners respond to nonsense VCCV strings such as ebzo as if they were VCVVCV ebuzo (Dupoux et al., 1999).

Japanese is not unusual in preferring consonants and vowels to alternate; such a preference appears across languages, and has a good perceptual foundation. It has long been known that a following vowel facilitates consonant identification (Liberman et al., 1954; van Son and Pols, 1995). In line with this, the deletion of vowels, even where it occurs regularly in casual speech, makes words harder to recognize: for example, lexical decision responses can be slower for words with deleted vowels (e.g., s’maine for semaine; Racine and Grosjean, 2000). In contrast, insertion of a vowel into a consonant cluster (e.g., fillum for film) makes recognition easier, in part because the consonants in the cluster indeed become easier to identify if separated (van Donselaar et al., 1999).

Vowel devoicing in Japanese could thus be perceptually disadvantageous. Further, it could complicate the parsing of continuous speech into its component words. All speech input is potentially consistent with alternative interpretations; legacy contains leg embedded within it, but leg itself con-
tains egg, and wherever we hear the longer word spoken, we also receive input consistent with the shorter word or words. There are many powerful and efficient techniques which listeners can apply to reduce interference from unwanted embedded words that are accidentally present in the speech stream (and so might be activated by speech input). In the above example, for instance, interference from egg in recognition of leg is negligible. The process which achieves this is called the possible word constraint (PWC) (Norris et al., 1997); it exploits the widespread rule that a vowel alone can be a word, but a consonant in general cannot.

The effect of the PWC can be seen in word-spotting (Cutler and Norris, 1988; McQueen, 1996), a psycholinguistic task for investigating segmentation of speech. In word-spotting, listeners detect any real word embedded in spoken nonwords. The task has exposed language-particular segmentation effects such as use of stress information in English (Cutler and Norris, 1988), of syllables in French (Dumay et al., 2002), and of vowel harmony in Finnish (Suomi et al., 1997), it has shown effects of native-language sequence constraints on segmentation in a second language (Weber and Cutler, 2006), it has confirmed that word onsets contribute relatively more in spoken-word recognition than offsets (McQueen, 1998), and it has revealed listeners’ sensitivity to the likelihood of a word boundary in a given string of phonemes (McQueen, 1998; van der Lugt, 2001; Warner et al., 2005).

It is very difficult to spot a word if accepting it leaves a vowelless residue of the input. Thus egg in fegg or sugar in sugarth are detected less easily than egg in manfegg or sugar in sugarthig (Norris et al., 1997). The residues maff and thig are syllables, so although they are, in fact, not words, they might have been; f and th, however, as single consonants, are impossible word candidates in English. This finding appears in English (Norris et al., 1997, 2001), in Dutch (McQueen and Cutler, 1998), in Japanese (McQueen et al., 2001), in Sesotho (Cutler et al., 2002a), in French (Spinelli et al., 2003), and in Cantonese (Yip, 2004). These languages vary widely in the surface constraints on what may be a syllable of the language and what may be a stand-alone word, but the PWC difference between possible and impossible residues remains effectively constant. The PWC has thus been held (Norris et al., 2001; Cutler et al., 2002a) to express a universal constraint on syllabic viability: Across languages, vowels alone can be syllables, but consonants cannot. Syllables can be words; thus, because consonants alone cannot be syllables, they also cannot be words, though vowels can be (eye, awe). Applying the PWC radically reduces the effects of embedding in speech (Cutler et al., 2002b), which makes it potentially very useful in everyday listening.

The Japanese experiment of McQueen et al. (2001) allowed a comparison between possible residues (with a vowel) and impossible residues (without a vowel) with the length in number of segments controlled; residues were a single vowel versus a single consonant. This was possible because Japanese allows sequences of vowels. Thus spotting of uni “sea urchin” was compared in puni versus iuni, and of hiru “noon” in hiruk versus hirua. Spotting the word was always hardest when the single-consonant residue remained, just as in the other languages. This shows that the findings from other languages could not have been due to length differences between impossible versus possible residues, and that Japanese listeners, like listeners with other native languages, are sensitive to the different viabilities of vowels versus consonants as residues in speech segmentation. Although vowels can be inserted into non-Japanese input (loan-words or nonwords such as those presented by Dupoux et al., 1999), detection of real Japanese words is seriously hindered when the adjacent context contains no vowel.

The sequences created by the process of devoicing in Japanese thus have the potential to make speech segmentation and word recognition harder. Recall, however, that devoicing generally occurs only for /i/ and /u/ and only in voiceless contexts. It is possible that a single voiceless consonant that is heard often in devoicing environments will not hinder segmentation (and disrupt embedded word detection in consequence), because it is interpreted not as a vowelless consonant but as equivalent to a (devoiced) syllable. The test of the PWC by McQueen et al. (2001) in Japanese deliberately excluded potential devoicing contexts. In the present study, we focus specifically on these cases.

It is important to test both preceding contexts (which disrupt word onsets) and following contexts (which disrupt word offsets). In the PWC studies (Norris et al., 1997; McQueen et al., 2001), as in other studies (e.g., McQueen, 1998), preceding contexts exercised the strongest effects. Thus we here test both context positions. We begin with following contexts: in Experiment 1 we compare impossible single-consonant codas, which in the study of McQueen et al. (2001) made word-spotting difficult, with single-vowel contexts, which made word-spotting easy, and both of these with single-consonant devoicing environments. For instance, we compare how difficult it is to spot asa “morning” in asap, asau, or asaf; the stop /p/ could not occur at the end of a Japanese word, but /f/ is a voiceless fricative and so could occur followed by an underlying devoiced vowel. This comparison allows us to determine whether the devoiced case will pattern more like an impossible consonant or more like a possible vowel context.

Note that in the impossible coda case, what is being presented to listeners is an illegal sequence of the language. Phonotactic legality may affect both how sequences are perceived by listeners and how they are uttered by speakers. It was important, therefore, to rule out such speaker-related effects in our listening experiment. We did this by conducting two versions of the experiment, in one of which (Experiment 1B) the final consonants were produced as (illegal) codas, while in the other (Experiment 1C) they were produced as (legal) onsets of CV syllables, from which the final vowel was then digitally removed prior to the experiment. If speaker-related legality affects listener responses to the final consonants, Experiments 1B and 1C will return different response patterns. Since this comparison meant that the tokens of the embedded target words differed across contexts, a control lexical decision experiment first tested whether the versions differed in how recognizable they were (Experiment 1A).
II. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Materials and design

Thirty vowel-initial two-mora target words (e.g., asa) were selected. Most had been used in the study of McQueen et al. (2001), where they had been chosen to contain as few embedded words as possible. These words were placed in five following contexts: (i) a single vowel (e.g., asa), (ii) a possible-devoicing consonant (e.g., asaf), (iii) the same consonant followed by a high vowel ([u] or [i], e.g., asafu), (iv) an impossible-devoicing consonant (e.g., asap), and (v) the same consonant followed by [u] (e.g., asapu). The devoicing contexts were fricatives or affricates; the impossible contexts were voiced stops, /t/ or /l/ (in native Japanese words, /t/ cannot precede /l/ or /l/ and a single /l/ cannot occur intervocally). Appendix A lists the phonemes of Japanese, and Table I lists all target-bearing items. We further constructed 84 fillers. Four were words with following CV contexts which should be easy to spot (e.g., biruta with biru “building”). Eighty were not words and contained no embedded bimoraic words; 30 of these were matched to target-bearing items, with 10 each preceding a vowel (e.g., dozo), a possible-devoicing consonant (e.g., zanuf) or an impossible consonant (e.g., bugep). The remaining 50 fillers were all bimoraic (C)V.CV nonwords. There were also 12 practice items (four with targets), modeled on the experimental items.

All materials were recorded by a phonetically trained native speaker of Tokyo dialect (the second author) in a sound-damped booth to digital audio tape, sampling at 48 kHz. Stops produced in final position were released and the targets’ default accent patterns were preserved within the recorded items. The materials were transferred to computer (down-sampled to 16 kHz, 16 bits), examined, and labeled and the duration of each target word was measured using the XWAVES speech editor. Target-bearing items in contexts (i), (ii), and (iv) were used in Experiment 1B. The final vowels from contexts (iii) and (v) were digitally removed, cutting at a zero-crossing at the point at which no auditory trace of the final vowel remained. The resulting consonant-final items, plus those with vowel contexts (i), were used in Experiment 1C. A timing pulse was aligned with the onset of each target-bearing item. For the control Experiment 1A, the entire context was removed from each version of each target word, and from each of the 30 fillers matched to target-bearing items, to...
give nonwords such as doza, zanu, and buge.

For Experiment 1B three counter-balanced lists were made, with ten targets in each of the three context conditions per list (vowel, possible-devoicing consonant, impossible consonant); all targets appeared once on each list. These target-bearing items were mixed in pseudo-random order with all 84 fillers; there was always at least one filler between any pair of target-bearing items. The same lists were used in Experiment 1C (but with the different versions of the consonant-final target-bearing items). The design of Experiment 1A was similar, except that the 30 target words were rotated over five lists, with six words from each of the original five recorded contexts per list.

2. Participants

One hundred and thirty undergraduate members of Dökkyo University received course credits for participating in the study: 40 in Experiment 1A and 45 each in Experiments 1B and 1C. All were native Japanese speakers from the Tokyo area.

3. Procedure

In Experiment 1A, listeners were told that they would hear a list of words and fillers, and were asked to respond by pressing a button as rapidly as possible whenever they heard a real word, and then to say in a low voice what that word was into a microphone. In Experiments 1B and 1C, listeners were told that they would hear a list of nonsense words, some of which would contain real words embedded at their onset. Examples of bimoraic words in the three context conditions were provided. Listeners were asked to press a button as fast as possible if they spotted any real word and then to say what that word was. No prior information was provided as to the identity of the target words. In all experiments participants were tested in separate sound-attenuating carrels in a quiet room, either individually or in pairs. Prior testing ensured that listeners tested in pairs could not hear each other’s spoken responses. The spoken responses were recorded. Participants were asked to press the button with their preferred hand. Each listener heard a practice list, and then one of the experimental lists (eight participants per list in Experiment 1A; 15 per list in Experiments 1B and 1C).

The experiments were run from a Sony TCD D10 DAT player and a computer running NESU experiment control software. The computer clock was started by each timing pulse and stopped by each button-press; responses were logged on the computer.

B. Results

In all experiments analyses of variance (ANOVA)s with participants (F1) and items (F2) as repeated measure were conducted on both reaction time (RT) and error data. Target durations were subtracted from the raw RTs prior to analysis, to obtain RTs from target offset.

Two control participants (Experiment 1A) who detected no words in one condition of the experiment were excluded from the analyses. No word-spotting participants (Experiments 1B and 1C) had to be excluded for this reason. Listeners’ spoken responses were analyzed first. On a few trials (2.4% in Experiment 1A, 0.4% in Experiment 1B, and 0.2% in Experiment 1C), listeners misidentified target words. The button-press responses on these trials were treated as errors. For Experiment 1B three counter-balanced lists were made, with ten targets in each of the three context conditions per list (vowel, possible-devoicing consonant, impossible consonant); all targets appeared once on each list. These target-bearing items were mixed in pseudo-random order with all 84 fillers; there was always at least one filler between any pair of target-bearing items. The same lists were used in Experiment 1C (but with the different versions of the consonant-final target-bearing items). The design of Experiment 1A was similar, except that the 30 target words were rotated over five lists, with six words from each of the original five recorded contexts per list.

Table II. Mean error rates and reaction times, in milliseconds, from target word offset, and mean error rates (in percent) by context condition. Items in the consonant-context conditions were recorded with no following context.

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Mean RT</th>
<th>Mean error</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>as[u]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>as[f]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>655</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>as[p]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Mean RT</th>
<th>Mean error</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>asau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>asaf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>asap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III. Experiments 1A (control lexical decision) and 1B (word-spotting): Mean correct RTs (in milliseconds, from target word offset) and mean error rates (in percent) by context condition. Items in the consonant-context conditions were recorded with no following context.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Mean RT</th>
<th>Mean error</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>as[u]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>618</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>as[f(u)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>as[p(u)]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Mean RT</th>
<th>Mean error</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vowel</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>asau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>asaf(u)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible devoicing consonant</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>asap(u)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Lexical decision control (Experiment 1A)

The RT ANOVA revealed a main effect of context (i.e., the five different contexts from which the target words had been excised): F(4, 132) = 6.41, p < 0.005; F(2, 48) = 3.42, p < 0.05. The sets of three conditions corresponding to the vowel-context condition were therefore the same across tables.

2. Word-spotting control (Experiment 1B)

The mean correct RTs (in milliseconds, from target word offset) were 618 ms for the vowel-context condition and 606 ms for the consonant-context condition. The mean error rates (in percent) were 28% for the vowel-context condition and 27% for the consonant-context condition.

3. Word-spotting control (Experiment 1C)

The mean correct RTs (in milliseconds, from target word offset) were 756 ms for the vowel-context condition and 762 ms for the consonant-context condition. The mean error rates (in percent) were 36% for the vowel-context condition and 31% for the consonant-context condition.

---
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experiments 1B and 1C, respectively, were compared in pairwise t-tests. These showed the main effect of context to be due to responses in the vowel-context condition (e.g., to *asa* excised from *asau*) being faster than in the other four conditions. For the contexts tested in Experiment 1B and 1C, RTs were shorter to words from vowel contexts than to words from both possible-devoicing contexts [1B: t(37) = 3.49, \( p < 0.005 \), t(22) = 3.37, \( p < 0.005 \); 1C: t(37) = 2.21, \( p < 0.05 \), t(22) = 1.31, \( p > 0.2 \)] and impossible contexts [1B: t(37) = 4.24, \( p < 0.001 \), t(22) = 2.22, \( p < 0.05 \); 1C: t(37) = 1.65, \( p = 0.11 \), t(22) = 2.09, \( p < 0.05 \)], though note that the Experiment 1C results were not statistically significant across both participants and items. There were no significant differences between any consonant-context conditions. The overall mean was factored out by covarying the control lexical decision data. The difficulty of single-consonant contexts was constant even though some of the consonants, namely, those in the possible-devoicing condition, can effectively occur in final position when the vowel they precede is devoiced; word-spotting in this condition was as hard as in the condition where the consonants were impossible codas. The way in which the consonant contexts were produced (intentionally, or by excision of a vowel) did not influence performance.

Nonetheless, since Japanese allows no obstructive codas, all the consonant-final items in Experiment 1 were, as we have noted, illegal. In Experiment 2, we provided the devoicing cases with a potentially legal environment, thus providing a clearer and much more ecologically valid test of our hypothesis. A consonant sequence consisting of voiceless consonants (such as [ʃ] in a natural utterance of *sashiki*) is the canonical environment for devoicing in natural speech. We provided such environments by extending the contexts appended to the target words: each vowel context became CV, and each consonant context became CCV. For example, *asa* now occurred in *asazu* (which we predict to be very easy), *asapdo* (which we predict to be very hard), and *asaife*. The voiceless [ʃ] and [t] in sequence could arise from devoicing in natural speech; in Experiment 2 we can assess whether this two-consonant sequence makes word-spotting hard too, or whether the potential for devoicing renders it easy.

### III. EXPERIMENT 2

#### A. Method

##### 1. Materials and procedure

For the 30 two-mora target words of Experiment 1, three new following contexts were constructed: a CV mora (e.g., *asazu*), a CCV in which devoicing was possible (fricative or affricate plus voiceless C plus V, e.g., *asaife*), and a CCV in which devoicing was impossible (the possible-devoicing consonantal contexts. Word-spotting performance in the vowel contexts was also more accurate [F(1,44) = 27.15, \( p < 0.001 \); F(2,21) = 11.19, \( p < 0.005 \]) than in the impossible-devoicing consonantal contexts. No other pairwise comparison was significant by both participants and items. Although there were thus small differences across Experiments 1B and 1C, the major pattern in the data was the same in both. Finally, 2 × 2 ANOVAs combining the consonant-context data of Experiments 1B and 1C tested this directly; for both RTs and errors, the experiment by context interaction was insignificant (F(1 and F(2) < 1).

### C. Discussion

The answer to the question posed in Sec. I is thus very clear: the results for the devoicing case are like those for single-consonant contexts, and not like those for vowel contexts. As in McQueen et al. (2001), vowel contexts made detection of embedded words easy, and all single-consonant contexts made detection hard. Differences of acoustic goodness could not underlie the results, since such differences were factored out by covarying the control lexical decision data. The difficulty of single-consonant contexts was constant even though some of the consonants, namely, those in the possible-devoicing condition, can effectively occur in final position when the vowel they precede is devoiced; word-spotting in this condition was as hard as in the condition where the consonants were impossible codas. The way in which the consonant contexts were produced (intentionally, or by excision of a vowel) did not influence performance.

Nonetheless, since Japanese allows no obstructive codas, all the consonant-final items in Experiment 1 were, as we have noted, illegal. In Experiment 2, we provided the devoicing cases with a potentially legal environment, thus providing a clearer and much more ecologically valid test of our hypothesis. A consonant sequence consisting of voiceless consonants (such as [ʃ] in a natural utterance of *sashiki*) is the canonical environment for devoicing in natural speech. We provided such environments by extending the contexts appended to the target words: each vowel context became CV, and each consonant context became CCV. For example, *asa* now occurred in *asazu* (which we predict to be very easy), *asapdo* (which we predict to be very hard), and *asaife*. The voiceless [ʃ] and [t] in sequence could arise from devoicing in natural speech; in Experiment 2 we can assess whether this two-consonant sequence makes word-spotting hard too, or whether the potential for devoicing renders it easy.
TABLE IV. Experiments 2A (control lexical decision) and 2B (word-spotting): Mean correct RTs (in milliseconds, from target word onset) and mean error rates (in percent) by context condition (asa=morning).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Lexical decision (Experiment 2A)</th>
<th>Word-spotting (Experiment 2B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean RT</td>
<td>Mean error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>606</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>653</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>653</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(C)VCCCV non-words. The materials were recorded and measured as in Experiment 1. Experiment 2A was a lexical decision control, with truncation applied as in Experiment 1A. In Experiment 2A, the procedure was as for Experiment 1A, and in Experiment 2B as for Experiments 1B/C.

2. Participants

Sixty-nine Dokkyo University undergraduates participated, for course credit: 24 in Experiment 2A, and 45 in Experiment 2B. None had taken part in Experiment 1.

B. Results

All participants (eight per list) in the lexical decision control experiment (Experiment 2A) were included in the analyses. Three word-spotting participants (Experiment 2B) were excluded (one listener missed all targets in one condition; the other two, excluded to balance the sets, were the most erroneous on each of the other two lists). This left 14 participants per list. The button-press responses on 17 trials (2.1%) in Experiment 2A and one trial (0.1%) in Experiment 2B were accompanied by incorrect spoken responses and thus treated as errors. The data from six items were excluded from the final analysis (haru, motsu, hiru, mitsu, matsu, moya). Five words because all participants missed them in at least one condition in one of the subexperiments, the sixth because it had been recorded incorrectly in one condition. Table IV shows mean RTs and error rates.

1. Lexical decision control (Experiment 2A)

The effect of the context from which words had been excised was significant by participants [F(1,24)=4.73, p < 0.05] but not by items [F(2,46)=1.34, p > 0.2] in the RT analysis. Errors (overall mean 28%) were again reasonable for excised words; the context effect in errors was significant in both analyses [F(1,24)=16.75, p < 0.001; F(2,46) =4.20, p < 0.05]. No pairwise comparison was significant by both participants and items for RTs. Error rates, however, were lower for words taken from CV contexts (e.g., asa from asazu) than for words from CCV contexts where devoicing was possible [asa from asafte; t(23)=3.91, p < 0.005; t(23)=2.94, p < 0.01], and, less robustly, for words from CCV contexts where devoicing was impossible [asa from asapdo; t(23)=2.16, p < 0.05; t(23)=1.76, p < 0.1]. The difference between the two CCV contexts was not significant. As in Experiment 1, these results suggest that the target words differed across contexts in how easy they were to recognize. These control data were therefore again used as covariates in by-item ANCOVAs of the word-spotting data. The by-participant analyses of the word-spotting data were again ANOVAs.

2. Word spotting (Experiment 2B)

There was a main effect of context in RTs [F(1,27)=17.96, p < 0.001; F(2,45)=11.44, p < 0.001] but not in errors [F(1,27)=24.76, p < 0.001; F(2,45)=1.95, p > 0.15]. Pairwise comparisons on the RT data showed that participants spotted words faster in CV contexts than in either type of CCV context (possible-devoicing environment: F(1,41)=25.14, p < 0.001; F(2,41)=28.05, p < 0.001; impossible environment: F(1,41)=28.05, p < 0.001; F(2,41)=14.81, p < 0.005). There was no latency difference between the two CCV context conditions (F1 and F2 < 1). No pairwise comparisons on the error data were significant by both participants and items. Word spotting was thus easier in CV contexts than in CCV contexts, with no effect of whether the CCV sequence was or was not a possible-devoicing environment.

C. Discussion

Again, the contexts which were potential devoicing environments made it very hard for listeners to spot the words embedded in the nonwords they heard. The results were very similar to those of Experiment 1; providing a potentially legal and hence more natural environment for devoicing to occur did not increase the acceptability of consonant sequences in Japanese speech segmentation. Both asapdo and asafte consist of three full morae (a, sa, and do or te) plus a single consonant ([p], [f]); it makes no difference that [f] before te could possibly have arisen from fu, whereas [p] before do cannot have arisen from pu. Vowelless sequences, it seems, are not treated as if they might be hiding a vowel; just as in other languages, such sequences are impossible word candidates and hence they resist being segmented from the adjacent speech stream.

Experiments 1 and 2 allow us to dispense with the possibility that Japanese listeners always treat sequences of voiceless consonants as if they contained a vowel; clearly, they do not. But results with following contexts, which potentially combine with word offsets, do not force us to conclude that devoicing will always disrupt the segmentation of normal Japanese speech. It is still necessary to assess devoicing in preceding contexts, which potentially combine with word onsets and thus exercise a more powerful effect in word segmentation. Preceding contexts are processed before targets, thus affecting target recognition differently than following contexts; their effect can be so strong that a target word is not even recognized at all (as occurred in the study...
of McQueen et al., 2001, for example). In our third experiment, we therefore examined devoicing sequences attached as preceding context to an embedded word.

Again we compared the devoicing sequences to other sequences which the previous findings had indicated as hard or as easy. We used two types of item: VCV words such as asa, preceded by clearly easy CCVC versus hard CCVC contexts (see McQueen et al., 2001), and CCVC words such as sake “salmon,” preceded by clearly easy CCVC contexts and potential devoicing CCVC contexts. Thus detection of asa was compared in myojiyasa (easy, because the context consists of two full morae: myo, ji) versus myochoasa (hard, because the context is a mora myo plus a vowelless affricate). The prohibition of devoicing before vowels (or any voiced segment) means that these vowel-initial words can never be preceded by devoicing; they are therefore the baseline against which we can compare the voiceless-initial words like sake. Detection of sake was compared in nyagusake (easy: nya, gu) versus nyakusake (hard: nya, [k], but potentially a rendition of nyakusake with devoicing). The results of McQueen et al. (2001) lead us to expect a large difference between easy and hard contexts for the VCV words like asa; the crucial question is whether there is also a large difference between easy and hard contexts for CCVC words like sake.

If there is an equivalently large difference in the sake case, we will have to conclude that devoicing indeed makes Japanese speech segmentation more difficult. The vowelless affricate in myochoasa can never be licensed as a possible word, because devoicing cannot occur before vowels. Thus if the context effect for CCVC words is as large as for VCV words, we would have to conclude that the vowelless stop in nyakusake likewise cannot be a possible word.

On the other hand, if the context effect for CCVC words is significantly less than for VCV words (i.e., if sake is as easy or almost as easy to spot in nyakusake as in nyagusake), we may conclude that Japanese listeners interpret /ks/ (and like sequences) as containing an underlying vowel, and hence licensed as a possible word. Sequences such as /ks/ will often have been heard; the Japanese lexicon contains many words in which the first mora allows vowel devoicing, including words beginning kusa- (e.g., kusabi “wedge” and kusari “chain”), which will be pronounced with a devoiced first vowel, so effectively with an initial /ks/. If such experience licenses the devoiced sequence /ks/ in nyakusake as a possible word, it should not interfere with segmentation.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3

A. Method

1. Materials and procedure

Fifty-two high-frequency two-mora target words were selected: 26 VCV words (e.g., asa) and 26 CCVC words beginning with voiceless consonants (e.g., sake). CCVC (e.g., bya+C) and CCVCV (e.g., bya+CV) nonsense sequences were constructed as preceding contexts for both types of target. For the CCVC targets, the CCVC contexts created possible-devoicing environments between the context and target word onset (e.g., nyakusake is a potentially devoiced rendition of nyakusake). This was not the case for the CCVC contexts followed by the vowel-initial VCV targets, because devoicing cannot occur before vowels.

We further constructed 106 nonsense fillers with no embedded bimoraic words in offset position. Of these, 52 were matched to target-bearing items: 26 ending with CCVCV after either a CCVC or CCVCV sequence like those in the target-bearing items (e.g., chaksomi and kyagukenti), and 26 ending with VCV sequence after a CCVC or CCVCV (e.g., gyopagi and myoμuige). The remaining 54 fillers were all trimoraic CCVCVC nonwords. There were 24 practice items modeled on the experimental materials, including eight with embedded target words (four CCVC, four VCV).

The materials were recorded as in Experiments 1 and 2, by the same speaker. The accent pattern of the targets was preserved in the way the items were recorded. The items with CCVC targets in CCVC contexts were recorded with the potential underlying vowel fully devoiced (e.g., the [u] in nyakusake was not realized). The target-bearing stimuli were then digitally cross-spliced, cutting at zero-crossings and using auditory criteria to determine the excision points. Tokens of the CCVC targets recorded in the CCVC context (e.g., sake from nyagusake) were spliced onto a CCVC context sequence (e.g., nyak from nyakusake) and onto a CCVCV sequence from a second recording of a CCVCV item (e.g., nyagu from a different token of nyagusake than that used for the target token). A similar cross-splicing procedure was used for the VCV targets (e.g., the asa in the final experimental stimuli came from a recording of myojiyasa). All target-bearing stimuli were thus cross-spliced from two recordings, and the target word realization in all contexts was constant. Six items with VCV targets could not be cross-spliced without audible discontinuities and were therefore excluded (along with six matched fillers) from the experiment. There was no detectable trace of splicing in the remaining items (all listed in Tables V and VI).

Two counter-balanced lists were constructed, with 13 CCVC and 10 VCV targets in each context condition per list, and with all 46 targets appearing once per list. As in the earlier experiments, target-bearing and filler items were presented in pseudo-random order. The procedure was as in Experiments 1B/C and 2B.

2. Participants

Thirty-two undergraduates (16 per list) from the same population took part in return for course credits. None had participated in Experiments 1 or 2.

B. Results and discussion

No participants were excluded from the analyses, but one item was. This word (soro, “solo,” from the CCVC set) was missed by all participants in the devoiced vowel context and by all but one participant in the surface vowel context. No incorrect spoken responses were recorded. Mean word-spotting RTs and error rates are shown in Table VII. Note that since the materials in this experiment were controlled by the cross-splicing, control lexical decision data, as required for Experiments 1 and 2, are here unnecessary.
The most striking result is in the error rates. As in McQueen et al. (2001), Japanese listeners found it almost impossible to spot VCV target words in a CCVC context where the initial vowel of the target was not aligned with a mora boundary (e.g., *asa* in *myochasa*). Error ANOVAs revealed main effects of target type (VCV words were harder to spot than CCVC words: $F(1,30)=107.84$, $p<0.001$; $F(1,43)=19.00$, $p<0.001$) and context type [words were harder to spot in CCVC contexts than in CCVC contexts: $F(1,30)=302.30$, $p<0.001$; $F(2,43)=134.72$, $p<0.001$], and these two factors interacted [$F(1,30)=90.97$, $p<0.001$; $F(2,43)=54.76$, $p<0.001$]. Pairwise comparisons showed that the context effect was significant for both types of target: VCV words (*sake*) were harder to spot in CCVC contexts (possible devoicing environments, e.g., *nyaksake*) than in CCVC contexts (e.g., *nyagusake*), $F(1,30)=15.13$, $p<0.001$, $F(2,24)=9.90$, $p<0.005$; as already noted, VCV targets (*asa*) were much harder to spot in CCVC contexts (e.g., *myochasa*) than in CCVC contexts (e.g., *myojiisa*): $F(1,30)=368.79$, $p<0.001$, $F(2,19)=163.75$, $p<0.001$.

Given the high error rates for the VCV control words, the context effect in RTs was analyzed only for the CCVC words. CCVC targets (e.g., *sake*) were detected equally rapidly in the two contexts ($F1$ and $F2<1$); there was in this case no increased difficulty for devoicing (*nyak-*) over vowel (*nyagu-*) contexts. Within the CCVC contexts, the VCV words were spotted as quickly as the CCVC words ($F1$ and $F2<1$).

The results for the VCV baseline condition show that the listeners here were behaving exactly as the listeners in the study of McQueen et al. (2001). Preceding context without a vowel (e.g., a single affricate) makes segmentation and hence word-spotting hard. The crucial results are for the CCVC words. Here the devoicing contexts were clearly less problematic for listeners than they had proven to be in Experiments 1 and 2. Although the error rate was raised by a voiceless context, it was not raised to the heights observed for the VCV words (or by McQueen et al., 2001). And in the RTs, no delay of word-spotting as a function of context could be observed at all. This striking finding suggests that Japanese listeners are indeed sensitive to the potential presence of a devoiced vowel in voiceless obstruent sequences such as /ks/.
We conducted two further analyses of the data, neither of which explained away this finding. We first examined the phonetic structure of the devoicing contexts we had tested. Maekawa and Kikuchi’s (2005) analyses of the corpus of spontaneous Japanese showed devoicing to vary as a function of the surrounding consonants. The manner of articulation of the following consonant has the strongest effect: the likelihood of the vowel being devoiced is far greater before a stop or affricate than before a fricative, both for /i/ and for /u/ and across all types of preceding consonants. According to Kondo (2005), devoicing is virtually obligatory in the most favored environments, and is only inhibited for potential sequences of devoiced syllables. If listeners are sensitive to these probabilities, they may find the most likely cases least difficult. Accordingly, we divided the CVCCV items into two sets, varying in frequency of devoicing occurrence. One set contained 11 words beginning with fricatives (in Maekawa and Kikuchi’s (2005) data, devoiced in about 61% of cases), while the other set had 14 targets beginning with stops and affricates (about 96% devoiced). An analysis of the error data including this factor revealed a significant context effect \( F(1,130)=17.92, p<0.001; F(2,123)=9.73, p<0.005 \); CCVC contexts made word-spotting harder than CVCCV contexts. But there was no effect of devoicing probability \( F(1, F<1) \) and no interaction of this factor with the context effect \( F(1, F<1) \). The context effect was present both where devoicing is very likely \( F(1,30)=6.60, p<0.05; F(2,13)=6.74, p=0.05 \), and where it is less likely \( F(1,30)=13.48, p<0.001; F(2,10)=3.74, p<0.1 \). Thus this factor appeared not to have affected our results.

The second analysis examined the potential lexical support for devoiced vowels in our sequences. From Sugito (1995) we computed the number of words consistent with the bimoraic sequence linking CVCCV context and each CVCCV target word (e.g., kusa given the target sake in nyaksake, if the devoiced [u] were realized). The materials formed two sets (see Table V), one of 14 items where relatively many words \((\geq 10)\) either matched the sequence or had onsets the same as the sequence (e.g., kusa in nyaksake) and one of 11 items (minus soro) with few words \((\leq 5)\) matching the sequence (e.g., shuha given the target haru “spring” in the CCVC+target sequence gyashharu). The mean number of competitors for the former set was 13.6, for the latter 2.0, ANOVAs on the error data for the CVCCV words split in this way revealed a main effect of word set size by participants but not by items \( F(1,130)=6.52, p<0.05; F(2,123)=1.10, p>0.3 \); Targets in the many-words set were spotted more accurately, across context conditions, than those in the few-words set. There was also still a main effect of context \( F(1,130)=22.06, p<0.001; F(2,123)=10.16, p<0.005 \). In the by-participant analysis only, the context effect varied with word set size: Words were harder to spot in CCVC than in CVCCV contexts, but more so when fewer lexically consistent words were available \( F(1,130)=6.97, p<0.05; F(2,10)=3.74, p<0.1 \). As pairwise comparisons confirmed, the context effect was less robust in the many-words set \( F(1,130)=2.50, p>0.1; F(2,13)=4.52, p=0.05 \) than in the few-words set \( F(1,30)=3.291, p<0.001; F(2,10)=5.20, p<0.05 \).

This suggests that greater lexical support may strengthen licensing of devoicing environments, but is not the sole rationale for it.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Our first conclusion must be that vowel devoicing in Japanese certainly does not make speech processing easier. The basic perceptual difficulty of consonant sequences holds as much for Japanese listeners as for listeners to any other language: consonants are easier to process if they are adjacent to vowels. The differences in phonological functionality of vowels and consonants likewise hold as strongly for Japanese as for other languages: a vowel can stand alone as a syllable and hence as a word, but a consonant in general cannot. Finally, the role of this vowel-consonant asymmetry in segmenting continuous speech is also parallel for Japanese and for other listeners.

Research on spoken-word recognition has amassed abundant evidence that speech input concurrently activates many word candidates which it fully or partially supports; because all languages construct very large vocabularies from relatively few phonemes, words in all languages exhibit a great deal of embedding and overlap, so that many such candidates will be unintended competitors which need to be rejected if the real message is to be recognized. Many mechanisms exist to deal with this competition (see McQueen, 2007, for a review). The PWC, which allows competitors to be rejected if accepting them would strand a vowelless residue of the input, enables English listeners to suppress unwanted activation of egg when they hear leg or legacy, and by the same token it enables Japanese listeners to suppress unwanted activation of asa when they hear kasa “umbrella.” The operation of the PWC runs parallel in English (Norris et al., 1997, 2001) and Japanese (McQueen et al., 2001). Our new experiments have shown that the widespread phenomenon of devoicing in spoken Japanese does not modulate the power of this effect at all. Even consonants which could accompany a devoiced vowel made recognition of an adjacent word hard, to effectively the same extent as consonants which could not have preceded devoicing. Though recognition of asa was relatively easy before a vowel, it was hard before a vowelless consonant, even one which might have supported devoicing (e.g., the voiceless fricative /ʃ/).

These segmentation effects operate upon words activated by speech input. The equivalence of the vowelless environments which do support devoicing and those which do not implies that during prelexical processing vowels are not automatically restored or inserted into either environment. In this our results match with those from a recent study by Mash et al. (2006), who tested the effect of vowel devoicing on the compensation for coarticulation which shifts identification of a /t-k/ continuum following /s/ versus /ʃ/ (Mann and Repp, 1981). Japanese has no cluster onsets and no coda obstruents, so such sequences are not lexically possible, but /sk/, /stl/, /ʃkl/, and /ʃl/ sequences can indeed arise from devoicing. The necessary environments for compensation for coarticulation thus exist in practice. But if the underlying vowel had been perceptually restored at the prelexical level,
there would be no such compensation because the consonants would not be sequential, but would be interrupted by a vowel. Mash et al. (2006) found, however, that Japanese listeners performing /h/-/k/ categorization in nonwords produced more /k/ responses in ruskko than in rusuko—exactly the compensation effect that Mann and Repp (1981) had found. This suggests, in agreement with our own findings, that the vowels are not there in any sense which would affect prelexical processing of the auditory signal.

Our second conclusion, however, is that devoiced vowels will not in practice cause word recognition difficulty. In real speech, vowel devoicing will be encountered in known words. By presenting nonwords in an experiment, we can show that vowelless sequences are not automatically furnished with vowels. But in normal listening, listeners are rarely presented with nonwords. The results of Experiment 3 suggest that vowelless sequences arising by devoicing, though nominally illegal in Japanese phonology, will be effectively licensed as possible words. This may be especially so when stored lexical representations are activated—words with a devoiced initial syllable (e.g., sukiyaki, “sukiyaki” beginning /sk/) activate the intended lexical candidates. In Experiment 3, spotting sake was as fast in nyaksake as in nyagusake, and the error difference was much smaller than for the corresponding VCV targets. This may have been because the /ksa/ sequence was consistent with words beginning kusa-, i.e., with words which would be pronounced with initial /ksa/. Note that these candidates would, of course, compete for recognition with sake, but because sake was fully supported by the input while the other candidates were not, sake would win this competition. The competition offered by /ksa/ would presumably be no lesser or greater than the competition offered by the voiced-consonant context; /gusa/ would also have activated competitors, such as gusaku “rubbish.” Note also that, in contrast to Experiments 1 and 2, the potentially devoiced sequences in Experiment 3 preceded the target words. There was thus time for words consistent with those sequences to be retrieved, and hence for the vowelless sequences to be licensed. This result contrasts particularly strongly with that for the VCV words which support no such licensed candidates; here the finding of McQueen et al. (2001) was replicated, in that the preceding context effectively blocked access to the embedded words completely. Words such as asa embedded in contexts such as myochusa were just as hard to detect as items in McQueen et al. (2001) such as uni in gyabuni; in both cases the PWC operated effectively to inhibit a parse of the input which would leave a vowelless residue ([tf], [bf]). That this did not happen with sake in nyaksake thus constitutes powerful evidence of how listeners cope with the effects of devoicing in practice. In Experiments 1 and 2, where the potentially devoiced sequences followed the target words, no comparably licensed interpretation was available while the targets were being heard, so the underlying equivalence of a consonantal sequence arising from devoicing and any other (illegal) consonantal sequence emerged; the PWC again played its universal role, and segmentation was interfered with.

Other word recognition evidence from Japanese also suggests that devoiced forms effectively activate lexical representations. Ogasawara and Warner (2009) found that lexical decisions were faster for words such as hashika “measles” if the potentially devoiced vowel was reduced than if it was fully articulated. Further, although in non-devoicing environments phoneme detection responses were slower to reduced /i/ than to fully articulated /i/, in a devoicing environment the shorter, less clear, reduced vowel was responded to no more slowly than the longer, clearer full vowel. The lack of disadvantage for the acoustically less clear vowels in Ogasawara and Warner’s phoneme detection study strongly suggests that the responses were not based on prelexical processing alone, but drew on lexical evidence (as the phoneme detection task allows; Norris et al., 2000) to support the vowel interpretation.

Thus Japanese listeners appear not to restore devoiced vowels prelexically; the spoken forms with devoicing are perfectly functional in word recognition. Encountering a completely new word with a devoiced vowel could, of course, produce segmentation difficulty. Moreover, another indirect effect of devoicing might cause recognition delay. Consider that an important source of information for word recognition in Japanese is word accent pattern; whether a syllable is accented or not is perceived from only a fraction of the vowel (Cutler and Otake, 1999), and the accent pattern of a spoken fragment allows rapid rejection of alternative words with different accent (Sekiguchi and Nakajima, 1999). If a vowel is devoiced, the pitch information necessary for this efficient use of accent is no longer available, and this has been held to be the reason why devoicing is disfavored in accent stressed syllables (Vance, 1987). However, devoicing of accent stressed syllables does indeed occur, and indeed is becoming more common (Sugito, 1982; Kitahara, 1998). For a single devoiced syllable, accentlessness may be accurately apprehended from compensatory pitch modification in an immediately following syllable (Sugito, 1982; Sugito and Hirose, 1988; Maekawa, 1990). If, however, one of a sequence of devoiced syllables is accented, listeners can tell that there was an accented syllable (i.e., they accurately distinguish unaccented sequences from sequences containing an accent), but they cannot reliably tell on which syllable the accent fell (Maekawa, 1990). Thus, as well as possibly delaying segmentation, devoicing could also interfere with word recognition via disruption of accent information.

Our results thus indicate that although devoiced sequences may effectively access lexical representations, without any prelexical restoration of vowels being necessary, the cross-linguistically observed disadvantage for vowelless sequences in speech segmentation holds in Japanese as strongly as it does in other languages.
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APPENDIX A: PHONEMES OF JAPANESE

Vowels: /ae,i,o,u/; Stops: /p,t,k,b,d,q/; flap: /t/; nasals: /m,n,nl; approximants: /w,j/; affricates: /c/; fricatives: /s,z,h/

Additional analyses compared item subsets. No differences between the sub-groups of the items in which the consonant in the “impossible” environment was voiced (e.g., gasu:b) versus voiceless (e.g., asu:p) appeared in either Experiment 1B or 1C. The sub-group of items in which the impossible-devoicing context contained [t] or [d] were somewhat higher than items containing other consonants in this context, in both Experiments 1B and 1C, but the context effects were the same across sub-groups (no context by consonant interactions were significant).


